Focus on this: Team increases X-ray laser
focusing ability
19 December 2018
A collaboration led by Osaka University has recently
developed a new technique to manufacture
ultraprecise multilayer focusing mirrors with a
shape accuracy of less than 1 nm, which can focus
an XFEL beam to a size of less than 10
nanometers.
"To achieve a highly focused XFEL, we
investigated wavefront determination using an Xray single-grating interferometer and direct shape
correction of the multilayer focusing mirrors by a
differential deposition method," says lead author
Satoshi Matsuyama.

Focusing of an X-ray free-electron laser (XFEL) beam
using wavefront-corrected multilayer focusing mirrors.
Credit: Osaka University

An X-ray free-electron laser (XFEL) is an X-ray
produced by a beam of free electrons that have
been accelerated almost to the speed of light.
XFELs produce laser beams with exceedingly high
peak power intensity, which makes them attractive
for applications in fundamental research, such as Xray nonlinear optics and protein crystal structure
determination, and also in medicine. It is important
to precisely focus XFEL beams to achieve high
performance. Lasers are typically focused using
total reflection mirrors; however, conventional
mirrors are unsuitable for formation of sub-10 nm Xray beams because such mirrors cannot deliver the
large numerical aperture required. To overcome
this limitation, X-ray beams can be focused using
multilayer mirrors. Unfortunately, it is difficult to
manufacture such multilayer mirrors because very
high fabrication accuracy is required.

The team first fabricated multilayer focusing mirrors
by magnetron sputtering of platinum and carbon
multilayers. The sputtering process was finely
controlled using a one-dimensional scanning stage
and computer. The fabricated multilayer mirrors
were assembled into a two-stage beam-focusing
system. The wavefront of an XFEL beam after
passing through the beam-focusing system was
then measured using a grating interferometer to
determine the aberration of the wavefront from the
theoretical ideal caused by deviation of the actual
mirror shape from the intended design.
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Wavefront measurement using an X-ray grating
interferometer. Credit: Reprinted with modifications from
the corresponding original paper

Provided by Osaka University
The shape of the focusing mirrors was then
corrected by differential deposition. The wavefronts
before and after shape correction were compared,
which revealed that the correction successfully
improved the quality of the multilayer mirrors to
provide XFEL beam size of less than ten
nanometers.
"We anticipate that multilayer focusing mirrors
fabricated by the approach established in this work
will soon be available for use in XFEL and
synchrotron radiation facilities," says senior author
Kazuto Yamauchi. "Such highly focused beams will
open new frontiers in X-ray science."
The high XFEL intensity achieved using the
developed ultraprecise multilayer focusing mirrors
is expected to improve the performance of state-ofthe-art X-ray analyses using XFELs.

Calculated beam intensity on the focal plane before and
after focusing mirror shape correction. Calculation area =
500 × 500 nm, X-ray energy = 9.1 keV. Credit: Reprinted
with modifications from the corresponding original paper
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